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The Colonial Police was hardly a career that one envisaged from
an early age but, in the 1950s, to a generation of young men
who had acquired a taste for travel and variety during their
National Service in the armed forces, it offered a degree of
adventure. Central Africa was an added attraction and
“coppering” as such hardly entered the equation! But “coppering”
it had to be during a three months training period at a UK Police
Training Centre where, among the smartly presented UK Police
recruits, the few “colonials” on the course stood out in their ill-fitting blue battle-dress
style uniform and where they were generally considered to be less than real
policemen by the directing staff.
So it was that knowing clearly the difference between a felony and a misdemeanour,
the intricacies of the Road Traffic Act and having due respect for the Judges Rules
that I arrived in Nyasaland. Accompanied by two like individuals we were not sorry to
leave the cold and wet November weather of UK and it was indeed a pleasure to
experience the tropical heat of Chileka airport and, indeed, to take the dusty road to
Police Headquarters in Zomba.
Newly appointed officers spent their first few months in the Police Mobile Force, a
para-military unit mainly made up of ex-soldiers from the Kings African Rifles. Most
of them sported a fine array of war service medals and very few of them spoke
English but they made up a formidable unit formed specifically for anti-riot duties.
This proved an excellent introduction to what lay
ahead, in particular it established a rapport
between European newcomer and African
veteran where the limitations of the former soon
became apparent. Duties during this time
consisted mainly of IS (Internal Security) training
with occasional operational deployment to areas
where “trouble” was considered a possibility. Such “trouble” included opposition to
Government rules requiring village gardens to be ‘bunded’ – a form of terracing to
prevent soil erosion – and, as time went on, the political rallies of the independence
parties. More often than not this meant sitting around for hours waiting for something
to happen; likely the only relief from boredom, to both police and demonstrators, was
the efforts of the PMF cook to get the field kitchen up and running. This was an
unpredictable petrol or paraffin driven cooker which if not operated with utmost care
could throw out great sheets of flame enveloping anything in range which, to the
amusement of demonstrators in particular, often included the cook.
With the initiation of the PMF over it was time for the first posting to an outside Police
Station as a General Duties Inspector and the chance, perhaps, to put into practice
some of the knowledge acquired in the UK Police Training Centre. Whereas it did
provide a general guide, it soon became clear that there was more to life in the
colonies than that covered by a UK regional police training course. As a junior

Inspector of Police on first posting, it was often a duty to visit the local estates where
one met the owner who was often of British origin although, if not born in the country,
had been there for many years and was well settled. It was on my first such duty that
in discussion with a rather eccentric such individual that I first encountered the
“Chinyanglo” language. He was recounting some story about moving off to visit an
estate situated elsewhere in the country and said something along the lines of “I
was enjoying my chimanga when the mlonda appeared on the khonde with my
katundo for ulendo when…….” Somewhat to the amazement of this long time
resident this meant absolutely nothing to me although I got the impression that he
believed he was conversing in the purest of King’s English. However, this language
was soon acquired and, like riding a bicycle, is never forgotten. Even now, some
thirty five years since leaving Africa we never have corn on the cob although we
often have chimanga, we never see a house with a verandah although plenty with a
khonde and we never pack our kit in the car although we often load up our katundu.
Thereafter followed a series of postings to different stations throughout the country,
each with its own peculiarities, attractions or otherwise. My first move was to Nkata
Bay, a veritable paradise with house and home
a thatched cottage overlooking the blue lake
and a secluded sandy beach totally untouched
by modern day tourism. However, for the
typically disorganised single man, food supplies
were at a premium and fish from the lake
became a priority. Once every ten days or so
there was the luxury of a good square meal on
board the Ilala, the lake steamer on its round
trip of the lake, and for the optimistic bachelor the possibility of finding female
company.
The district of Nkata Bay included the islands of Likoma and Chisumulu situated
close to the coast of Mozambique and I recall a visit to Likoma for the enthronement
of Bishop Arden at the UMCA cathedral there. The Lake over the period was very
rough with short, steep seas making it an uncomfortable journey aboard the ML
Edmund Rhoades. On board, in addition to
the crew, was the Governor, Sir Glyn
Jones, the District Commissioner and
myself and I well recall on the return
journey when the weather had worsened
and the seas were steeper that the District
Commissioner, a former Navy man, implored the Governor “HE, please let us turn
back, I’d rather face another enthronement than go through with this”. However,
with the aid of the contents of his hip-flask the Governor was able to mollify our seasick DC although his relief was palpable when we made the jetty at Nkata Bay.
Rumpi after Nkhata Bay was less than inspiring, it boasted a tennis court but no
players, there was little crime and virtually no traffic. However, this didn’t deter the
Station Traffic Constable who, having established that most days a local American
missionary motored into town, he was able to intercept him at Njakwa Gorge and
there developed a game between the two – would the worthy Constable stop the car
and check documents or would he wave it on? Should the equally worthy missionary
carry his car documents with him or should he leave them securely at home? Both

must have had a latent yen for gambling; the missionary only carried documents on
those days he suspected he would be stopped, the Constable only stopped him only
on those days when he suspected that
he had left them at home. Those days
when the Constable won were known to
all by the fact that our missionary would
appear at the Police Station plus car
documents for formal examination. Both
clearly enjoyed this game and perhaps it
was a sound therapy for the relief of their
daily work routine!
Rumpi district included the long established Church of Scotland Mission at
Livingstonia with its spectacular views and its tortuous road down the escarpment to
the lakeshore. This was indeed a centre of good work and dedication by a body of
determined Scots but despite this strong
Christian influence, perhaps the most important
place in the district was Tete village. It was
here that traditional doctor Chikanga held court
and people by the hundred flocked there with a
variety of problems. Despite his very
questionable methods this man solved a lot
of village problems and disputes, he was a very
likeable character and it has to be said that at that time he provided a valuable
service. It was common practice for the entire population of a troubled village to
appear before him and his “pilatos” seeking the cause of their problem be it the
death of a child or a failure in the gardens. The child may have died as a result of
snake bite or illness but invariably such things were put down to witchcraft and
Chikanga conducted the ritual that identified the culprit among those gathered there.
Needless to say it came as quite a shock to the innocent villager to be labelled a
witch. However, he was assured that his body had been possessed without his
conscious knowledge and there was no personal blame but it was necessary that
this evil be expunged. The unfortunate individual was then taken by Chikanga’s
assistants and subject to some serious blood-letting, using razor blades, hardly new
and less than sterile, they applied hundreds of skin deep cuts to the face, head and
sometimes other parts of the body before declaring the man cleansed and free of
any evil presence. The end result was that everybody, including the alleged witch,
seemed satisfied and happily left for their village with no obvious signs of malice
either way.
It was a major change in direction to go from the backwater of Rumpi to take over
the CID Office at Limbe Police Station, here was real crime – murder, robbery,
burglary, fraud, drugs and the whole gamut of roguery in general. This was a case of
the “Instant Expert” policy which I had originally experienced in Zomba when I
changed overnight from being a totally inexperienced general duties Inspector
trusted with very little to detective rank running the CID and having to perform like
one of Scotland Yard’s top aces. So, I suppose, I was not totally unprepared for the
Limbe office and during my UK leave I had attended a fingerprints and photography
course which at least suggested some measure of competence. In fact I was able

to obtain the first conviction purely on fingerprint evidence following a breaking and
theft at the Indian Sports Club. The single fingerprint properly identified
by the appropriate number of identical points led the accused
holding up both hands in misguided triumph and the claim that he
had more than one finger. In proceeding to find our man guilty the
Magistrate, Mr Peter Smith, expressed some sympathy with the
accused in that it all seemed to have been over his head as well as
over those of the court officials.
The duties of Prosecuting Officer was another “Instant Expert” appointment tolerated
with considerable patience by the magistrates but faced with some trepidation when
a certain well known criminal lawyer appeared for the defence. Needless to say
things did not always run smoothly and there was many an occasion when it was
necessary to call for a brief adjournment to sort out some matter of confusion or
other. There was the occasion, for instance, when having virtually completed the
case with true court room eloquence, that the complainant was called upon to
formally identify the offender only to have her totally ignore the accused standing in
the dock to point out an individual stood among the crowd at the back of the court!
For all this, at least during the colonial era, the system of justice was fair, cases were
only taken where it was considered there was sufficient evidence and the courts
exercised the rule of law with due regard to all the circumstances.
As elsewhere in the colonial world progress towards self-government and
independence was inevitable and in hindsight mistakes by the colonial powers made
the transition more troublesome that it should have been. Fortunately it fell short of
the armed conflicts experienced elsewhere in Africa and among the rank and file, the
ordinary villager and the front line colonial servants in the field, there existed a
generally accommodating approach with understanding and good humour. For the
Police it added yet another field of experiences and this was further extended with
the political events following full independence.
Looking back I realise that I was truly fortunate to have had so many years of doing
a job that was so full of variety, always busy and rarely boring. Retired and living in
the tranquility of a small Scottish village now my golfing associates tend to be
relatively well off businessmen, retired bankers and the like who talk of the money
they made and the property they own. Good for them, but I know that I am far richer
from the life I have led, the people I have met and the experiences encountered
although not for one moment would I expect them to understand this.
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